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We don’t just
want to know
we’re being heard.
We want to be part of
the decision-making
process.
Teddy Farkas ’16

TAKING
a

STAND

“

Hopefully we
can use this as
a catalyst to move forward and to figure out
ways in which we can
better engage students
in [the] future.

Individuals who spoke at Sunday’s Student Council meeting, left to right, from top: Teddy Farkas, Zander
Nethercutt, Thais Henriques, Phoebe Roe, Chris Wilson, Meredith Harper Bonham, Sarah Adrianowycz,
Noah Williams and Trevor Kirby

Tempers flare at crowded StuCo meeting
HENRI GENDREAU
An intense and at-times contentious exchange between students
and administrators characterized
Student Council’s regular meeting Sunday, as scores of students
voiced concern over a perceived
lack of transparency in the College’s
decision making, stemming from
changes to Summer Sendoff and the

announced closure of the Gambier
Grill by June of this year.
In response to the administration’s decision, released Feb. 2 via
Student-Info email, to alter both the
date and format of Sendoff, Meredith Harper Bonham ’92, vice president for student affairs, fielded questions and said conflicts with athletic
events, the Board of Trustees meeting and the timing of Passover led to

Board sets tuition, fees
at $63,330 for next year
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
The Board of Trustees
approved a 3.65-percent increase in tuition and fees at
their February meeting last
week. For the 2016-17 school
year students will receive
a bill of $63,330, up $2,230
from the current academic
year, according to a release
prepared by the Office of
Communications.
The increase in tuition
is slightly less than the
3.75-percent increase for
this academic year as well as
the 5.8-percent increase announced in 2014.
The board met Feb. 4-5
to discuss the College’s operating budget as well as the

Tuition raised 3.65%
Capital campaign
approved
Academic commons,
Village revitalization
moving forward
Master Plan and the upcoming capital campaign.
The board approved the
official launch of a comprehensive capital campaign.
The College has been preparing for this campaign
since 2014 and announced
the campaign will focus on
raising money for a number
of campus priorities includpage 2
ing increasing the

the date change.
“We made the decision to implement some controls over the event
that had not been in place before,
and for that we didn’t receive student
input, and for that I am sorry,” Bonham told the crowd of almost 100 in
Peirce Hall’s Leach Dining Room.
“Hopefully we can use this as a catalyst to move forward and to figure
out ways in which we can page 4

Meredith Bonham ’92

Decatur responds with blog post,
new ‘Campus Report’ website
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
A clash between students and the
College over a pair of recent decisions affecting students’ social lives
led to a blog post penned by President Sean Decatur for “Campus Report,” a new Kenyon webpage dedicated to sharing information about

administrative decisions, and ongoing negotiations bringing Student
Council and other student groups to
the bargaining table with members
of the administration.
On Wednesday afternoon, Decatur published a post, “Kenyon
Gets in Formation,” on his blog adpage 3
dressing the “animat-

Library, parking garage take shape
HENRI GENDREAU
Modular units along Middle Path, a book warehouse
near the Kenyon Athletic Center and a renovation to Bexley
Hall may be in the College’s
future as it eyes a new library.
The College is exploring
how it will handle library operations while it builds a replacement for Olin-Chalmers
Libraries — a plan ref lected in
the College’s Master Plan, designed by Cambridge, Mass.based Gund Partnership and
led by Graham Gund ’63 H’81.
The Board of Trustees approved updated preliminary
designs this past weekend for
capital projects on campus,
which include the library as
well as changes to downtown
Gambier.

A rendering of a room in plans for a new library, above, from
Gund Partnership. The Kenyon College Master Plan

In a Board of Trustees report on the College’s website,
President Sean Decatur was
quoted as describing the library project as “a facility to
connect students and faculty
via technology with opportunities off campus, around

the country and around the
world.”
Billed as an academic commons, the library project
would also consist of a threetiered, underground parking
garage containing 290 spaces,
according to meeting page 4
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Where do we need
more transparency?
Come to a special forum
in Peirce Pub
Sunday, Feb. 14 from 1-3 p.m.

Be heard.
IN ASSOCIATION WITH STUDENT COUNCIL
AND THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Village Record
Feb. 4 - Feb. 9

Feb. 3, 10:10 p.m. — Mount Vernon Police Department reported student attempting to purchase alcohol with false identification.
Feb. 4, 12:20 a.m. — Students found with alcohol in McBride Residence Hall.
Alcohol disposed of.
Feb. 4, 1:59 a.m. — Student locked inside Village Inn. Alarm sounded. Knox
County Sheriff ’s Office (KCSO) responded. Student transported to residence
by Safety.
Feb. 5, 12:16 a.m. — Student residence with heavy smell of illegal substance in
McBride. Students denied use.
Feb. 5, 3:15 p.m. — Student reported clothing taken from laundry in New
Apartments.
Feb. 5, 5:19 p.m. — Student wallet turned into Campus Safety. Found to have
false identification. False ID confiscated.
Feb. 5, 6:07 p.m. — Student with laceration to fingers in North Campus Apartments. Safety responded, cleaned and dressed wound. No other action required.
Feb. 5, 9:57 p.m. — Student received citation for underage consumption in
Caples Hall.
Feb. 6, 2:04 p.m. — Student reported theft of coat and key in the Kenyon Athletic Center.
Feb. 6, 10:22 p.m. — Intoxicated student found in Peirce Hall. Transported to
Knox Community Hospital (KCH) for further evaluation/treatment.
Feb. 6, 11:25 p.m. — Student with scratches to arm requested assistance in
Peirce. Safety cleaned and dressed wound. No other action required.
Feb. 7, 1:46 a.m. — Damage to ceiling tiles reported in Leonard Residence Hall.
Feb. 7, 1:51 a.m. — Intoxicated student found at NCAs. Transported to KCH
for further evaluation/treatment.
Feb. 7, 2:54 a.m. — Tables and chairs turned over inside Gund Commons. No
apparent damage.
Feb. 7, 9:24 p.m. — Student received burns from boiling water in NCAs. Safety
and squad responded. Student denied transport by squad.
Feb. 7, 11 p.m. — Student arrested for operating a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol.
Feb. 9, 11:13 a.m. — Student fell down stairs in Peirce, causing bloody nose and
pain in upper lip. Safety transported to Health Center for further evaluation/
treatment.

Board meets on campus
Trustees approve $2,230 tuition increase
Continued from Page 1

endowment and financial aid as well as funds
for more experiential learning outside of the
classroom. The 2020 Plan will be financed
through this campaign, President Sean Decatur said in the press release.
The College is working on the campaign
with members of the board, including Matthew Winkler ’77 H’00 P’13, chair of the
board’s External Affairs Committee, as well
as the Vice President for College Relations
Heidi McCrory and Eric Snoek of Grenzebach Glier & Associates, a Chicago-based
philanthropic consulting firm.
Decatur is quoted in the release as saying
there is “particularly strong interest in making endowment support a central focus’ of
the campaign and that there is support for the
campaign among alumni and other donors.
The release did not specify a target amount
for the campaign but announced it would
run until 2021.
An operating budget of $137,436,000 for
the 2016-2017 academic year was approved

by the board. The budget includes $31.3 million for financial aid. Funding for students
taking unpaid internships was increased by
$15,000, to $105,000.
The board approved a two-percent increase in money set aside for salary and wage
increases for exempt and non-exempt administrative staff and an identical increase
was applied to monies set aside for faculty
raises.
Board Chair Brackett Denniston III ’69
did not immediately respond to requests for
comment on the board’s meeting.
The Collegian reached out to Mark Ellis,
associate vice president for communications,
for access to board members. In response,
Ellis sent the Collegian the press release and
wrote, “Please keep in mind that members of
the board of trustees, unlike elected officials,
have no obligation to address the media. And
some are understandably hesitant to speak
for the College.”
Regarding the discussions last week, Decatur, quoted in the release, said that “this is a
very exciting time on campus.”

CORRECTIONS
A photo of Hannah Zipperman ’16 and Sarah White ’16 accompanying the article “Asking the
toughest questions” (Feb. 4), was credited to Julia Colpitts ’16; Isabelle Brauer ’16 was the photographer.
Due to an error on the Kenyon website’s campus directory, in “Do you know the mushroom
man?” (Feb. 4), AVI Executive Chef Meagan Stewart was incorrectly titled Executive Sous Chef.
The Collegian regrets these errors.
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Cove survey draws praise for ‘crappiest bar’ in U.S.
Students express disappointment over Gambier Grill’s closure in Student Council survey
RACHEL MITCHELL
Pleas ranging from “We
need a bar option that’s not
as classy as the VI” to “Y do
U hate us??? U ruined cove
o’clock???” are just a few of
the 450 mostly anonymous responses gathered by Student
Council survey the Council
released to seek student input
on the College’s decision not to
renew the Gambier Grill’s lease
this June.
The survey, (through Google
Forms), was first emailed
to students via student-info
emails on Jan. 25.
Phoebe Roe ’16, Student
Council president, said the
number of responses is a reflection of just how strongly students have reacted to the announcement, and that it is rare
for Student Council surveys to
result in such widespread student participation. “Obviously
people are upset,” Roe said,
“but we wanted to get that in
writing.”
Respondents raised a number of concerns, including potential increased incidences
of drunk driving and the loss

of an “independent” business
and pillar of the community.
One comment, echoing others,
pointed out that the establishment created an environment
on campus where students
could freely interact with those
they would not normally.
In discussing the possibility
of creating a comparable establishment on campus, such as
reinstituting Peirce Pub as an
actual pub, Roe said she has received feedback related to this
idea of community.
“A really special thing about
the Cove, which may be why
the administration doesn’t like
it, is that people from freshman year to senior year can get
in there,” Roe said.
Besides drinking, however,
the Cove is the only establishment in Gambier that serves
and delivers food until 2 a.m.
“Twice the number of people
say they use the Cove for food
rather than drinks,” Roe said.
Roe compared the decision
to close the Cove with the recent controversy surrounding
the administration’s choice
to hold Summer Sendoff the
weekend before finals, but also

Student Council gathered opinions on the College’s decision to close the Cove. Photo by Drew Meeker

said the two were separate issues. Roe said she hopes to
relay student voices to the administration.
Kenyon is in the midst of
grappling with issues of stu-

Talks ongoing over student input
Continued from Page 1

ed discussion” surrounding the
alterations to Summer Sendoff.
“The most important concern I am hearing goes beyond
Summer Sendoff to how ‘the
administration’ communicates
with students, listens to student perspectives and consults
with the student body,” Decatur
wrote.
“We need to do better in
terms of the ways we communicate to students, and the ways in
which we engage student input
on decision making,” Decatur
said in an interview with the
Collegian on Tuesday. Decatur
and the executive committee of
Student Council met on Monday to arrange a discussion on
Sunday centered on how to foster ongoing dialogue and consultation between students and
the administration.
The meeting is at 1 p.m. in
Peirce Pub, and arose from collaborative efforts between Decatur and Student Council.
Decatur’s post also mentions
a new section of Kenyon’s website titled “Campus Report,” a
page “designed for news and announcements of interest to the
Kenyon community,” he wrote.
Three documents have been
published on the Campus Report page: a recap of last week’s
Board of Trustees meeting, a
letter from Decatur to Student

Council and responses by Se- to remain anonymous.
nior Staff to a selection of stu“It is, frankly, naïve to think
dent questions submitted at that the entire student body will
Sunday’s Student Council meet- stop being loud once 24-hour
ing.
quiet hours go into effect at 2
Decatur sent a letter to Stu- a.m. on Saturday, seven hours
dent Council last week in re- after the Sendoff concert starts,”
sponse to an open letter pub- the CAs’ letter reads. “CAs, spelished last on The Thrill penned cifically, will have a difficult
by members of Council. In his time studying as we will not only
letter, Decatur wrote that he be the ones trying to enforce the
considered himself responsi- quiet hours, but also having to
ble to some degree for many of document any noise disruptions
the accusaor parties
tions levduring the
We need to do
eled against
traditional
“the
ad‘Extendbetter in terms of
ministraoff’ day.”
the ways we communicate to
tion” in reThe letstudents and the ways in which ter concent weeks,
while also we engage student input on
cludes:
decision-making.
defending
“These dethe ratiocisions do
nality
of President Sean Decatur
not have
the changes
to be made
and reafas a unifirming his faith in Meredith lateral decision from on high;
Harper Bonham ’92, vice presi- we hope to make them together.
dent for student affairs.
Even if the outcome of the deIn response to the changes to cisions were the same, at least
Sendoff, more than 20 commu- they would be our decisions.”
nity advisors (CAs) have signed
Brian Pragacz ’17, a CA who
a letter voicing displeasure with spoke with the Collegian after
the administration’s decision, attending Sunday’s meeting,
as they feel their own responsi- said he believed some of his
bilities as students will be com- peers were upset with the decipromised by their duty to po- sion to move the date of Sendlice student behavior during the off because, though CAs will be
weekend preceding finals week. responsible for enforcing the
The Collegian obtained a copy of changes, they were not included
the letter from a CA who wished in planning them. He also said a

“

dent autonomy in relation to
administrative decisions, as
well as the College’s future infrastructure development (see
page 1). But a wave of nostalgia for a long-time institution

was evident throughout many
of the survey responses. As
one student wrote wistfully of
the Grill in the survey: “It’s for
sure the crappiest bar in America but it has its purpose here.”

CAs sign letter saying decisions
should not be made unilaterally
more collaborative atmosphere
between the administration and
student body would have been
beneficial for both parties.
“Bringing us in and explaining the decision, rather than
telling us the decision, would
have really reduced backlash,”
Pragacz said.
On Tuesday afternoon, Bonham hosted what she called
an invite-only “stakeholders
meeting” to discuss the logistics of Sendoff with representatives from Campus Safety, Social Board, Student Activities,
Housing and Residential Life
and the Office of the Dean of
Students. A member of the Collegian staff who saw the meeting
taking place walked in and was
asked to leave.
Roe said she believed the
choice to make the meeting a
closed one was made primarily in the interest of efficiency,
rather than to hide information.
“We honestly didn’t talk
about anything that I wouldn’t
be comfortable sharing,” Roe
said. “Sometimes things are
invite-only because being there
takes such a breadth of knowledge that not everybody needs
to have. Had it been open, it
probably would have been a
three-hour meeting, because we
would have to go through the
history of everything.”
Dean of Students Hank
Toutain seconded Roe’s expla-

nation. “Most of what happened
at yesterday’s meeting was trying to make sure we have some
facts straight,” Toutain said
in an interview with the Collegian on Wednesday. “One of
the things that came up at the
Sunday meeting, and has come
up in other conversations, has
been the question of the date
that Sendoff might happen,
and problems that have been
brought to the fore with the announced date.”
Toutain characterized the invite-only meeting as an opportunity for some of those individuals most closely connected
with the planning and execution of Sendoff to confer with
one another.
“Part of that conversation
was to say, ‘Can we get more
and better information about
potential conflicts?’” Toutain
said. “This was not a decisionmaking meeting; this was really
a fact-finding meeting, to say,
‘Given what we heard on Sunday, what information would it
be helpful to have in order to
thoughtfully and thoroughly
consider some of these things?’”
Toutain said no current or
potential dates were ruled out
during the Tuesday meeting.
However, Roe said a conclusive
decision regarding the date of
Sendoff may be reached and announced after a follow-up meeting today at noon.
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Students, administrators clash at Student Council meeting
to Sendoff weren’t the only issue.
“I, personally, and a lot of people
better engage with students in future are angry at a lot more than Sendoff,”
decision-making processes.”
she said. “It’s not about just Sendoff.
More restrictive alcohol policies It’s about the disrespect of the adand a Sendoff move to the Friday ministration towards us.”
before finals week came on the heels
Senior class president Trevor Kirof the College announcing the Gam- by said the lack of channels for stubier Grill’s closure, leading some stu- dent input is “a permanent problem.”
dents to question whether student Responding to Campus Senate coinput was being considered in gen- chair Colin Cowperthwaite ’18, who
eral in College affairs.
spoke of “multiple policies that went
“I think it’s laughable that you to the administration and [were] not
would be in
enforced,” last
awe that this
year, Kirby said
It’s not just about Senate lacked
much of the
Sendoff. It’s
student body
efficacy.
wants to have about the disrespect of the
“That’s why
a say about administration towards us.
it has to be rethe goings-on
structured and
of their day- Thais Heniques ’17
it has to be
to-day life,”
placed in a KeTeddy Farkas
nyon constitu’16 said to Bonham at the meeting, tion,” Kirby said. “And this stuff has
referring to a comment she made to be written down.”
earlier about the significant student
Describing how he and a friend
turnout. “We don’t just want to know took shots of hard alcohol before the
we’re being heard. We want to be a College-sponsored, alcohol-free Phipart of the decision-making process lander’s Phling last Saturday, Zander
that affects our day-to-day life, espe- Nethercutt ’16 chastised adminiscially in such a small institution.”
trators for enacting a policy he said
Student Council president Phoe- would drive drinking underground.
be Roe ’16 led the meeting, at which
“The night ended with me fireall seats were filled and students end- man-carrying her up the stairs into
ed up standing around the perimeter her bed. What’s it going to take for
of the room and in doorways.
Kenyon administrators to realize
Roe and Bonham said they were that these medieval policies have
planning roundtable discussions on exactly the opposite effect? Is it gohow students’ voices could be heard, ing to take a death?” Nethercutt said,
in addition to a public forum slated while students snapped their fingers
for Sunday at 1 p.m. in Peirce Pub.
in support. “Right now that is exactly
“What I don’t want is just a huge where this school is going. That is
group of people shouting out ideas exactly where the policies we’ve enthat don’t go anywhere,” Roe said. acted are taking us.”
“These are going to be legitimate
Noah Williams ’16 had another
policy changes.”
heated interaction with Bonham.
Thais Henriques ’17 said changes
“You have now heard hundreds
Continued from Page 1

“

Students confronted administrators at Sunday’s Student Council meeting. Photo by Adam Egelman

of voices disagreeing with you,” he
said. “I guess I just want a straight
answer that you made your decision
sort of without engaging with these
voices. … I guess I kind of want to
hear you say, ‘I was wrong.’”
“I thought I did,” Bonham said,
before Williams continued. Kirby
cut him off.
“Respect is to be maintained in
this room, so she said it already,”
Kirby said.
“I don’t mean disrespect,” Williams said.
Besides focusing on Sendoff and
the College’s alcohol policies, students raised concerns over the College’s decision not to renew the lease
for the Gambier Grill, a campus eatery and bar commonly referred to
as the Cove. Chief Business Officer
Mark Kohlman was at the meeting
to answer questions about the Cove,
explaining that it was part of the College’s Master Plan, which was revised
with community input. Dean of Students Hank Toutain was also in attendance.
Prior to the meeting, Jacob

Griffith-Rosenberger ’16 sent an
open letter he penned to the student
body via a Student-Info email. The
letter, “A Call to Action,” proposes
the creation of a student union modeled on the Plenary at Haverford
College to “create a better platform
for discussing and dealing with the
issues that face this campus and impact our lives here.”
The letter, Griffith-Rosenberger
said, “was very well received.”
“Unfortunately, some of the response focused on Sendoff, and less
on the larger issue of a lack of transparency in the administration and
an organizational culture that excludes students from the decisionmaking process, which are the big
issues that I was trying to highlight,”
he said.
Griffith-Rosenberger said he has
spoken several times with Roe, and
he would like to see his proposal receive further discussion at the forthcoming Sunday meeting.
“I think that that forum is the
place where an idea like the one I
wrote about can be advanced and

discussed,”
Griffith-Rosenberger
said.
Some doubts remain about the
feasibility of a student union as envisioned in the letter.
Bonham said it would be difficult to replicate the body as it exists
at Haverford because of that school’s
historical legacy rooted in its founding by Quakers.
“I admire a great deal the Quaker
model that exists at other institutions, but that model has been in
place for hundreds of years,” Bonham told the Collegian. “To implement such a model here, at an
institution that doesn’t have that tradition, I think would be challenging.
But maybe there are aspects of it we
could adopt here.”
Griffith-Rosenberger said he has
received enough support from students and faculty to convince him
such a model is possible at Kenyon.
“We have an opportunity to reenvision and change the organizational culture of this college towards
something that is more inclusive,” he
said.

New library estimated to cost $60-80 million
Library construction to take two years, opening as early as fall 2019, board says
Continued from Page 1

minutes on the Kenyon webpage from a Master Plan update presentation by Chief
Business Officer Mark Kohlman on Jan. 14.
Construction is expected
to take two years and the library could open ahead of the
2019-2020 academic year, according to the report from
the board meeting. Building
the parking garage would require “moving, rebuilding
or replacing Sunset Cottage
near Lentz House,” the report
says.
The project is estimated at
$60-80 million, according to
Amy Badertscher, associate
vice president for LBIS, who
held a two-hour open forum
on Saturday about the library.
Badertscher stressed the figure was preliminary.
Badertscher said the College is hoping to make minor

“

Improvements in the downtown part of Gambier are intended to provide contemporary
student housing, restore the beauty and charm of the
Village and improve retail opportunities.
Report on the Feb. meeting of the Board of Trustees

renovations to Bexley Hall
to house IT, institutional research and other LBIS staff.
“The
collection
itself
would be housed in a climatecontrolled warehouse somewhere near the athletic center,” she said, with modular
buildings along Middle Path
for services like Helpline, circulation and reference.
Designs for the library have
been posted on the second
f loor of Chalmers Library for
the past few weeks, with people encouraged to leave comments. Badertscher said the
designs shouldn’t be seen as
blueprints for what would be

constructed, but said, “I can’t
imagine the shape, the exterior, is going to change dramatically.”
Over the weekend, the
board also approved preliminary plans to revitalize the
Village.
“Improvements in the
downtown part of Gambier
are intended to provide contemporary student housing,
restore the beauty and charm
of the Village and improve retail opportunities,” the board
report says.
These plans include tearing down Farr Hall and
building retail and housing

A rendering of an imagined library meeting room. Master Plan

space; replacing the Gambier
Grill with three NCA-style
apartments; and replacing
the former 1904 Peoples Bank
building — now the Black
Box Theater — with space for
the Village Market and student housing.

The addition of student
housing downtown is expected to raise the number of
beds from 34 to 54, allowing
for “the gradual replacement
of the outdated, so-called
‘New Apartments,’” according to the board report.
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Gambier businesses gear up for Valentine’s Day demands
Student romance proves a boon to local business
EMILY BIRNBAUM
The average American is expected
to spend $146 this Valentine’s Day,
according to the National Retail Federation, which would amount to $19.7
billion nationally. But how does Valentine’s Day affect the economy of
Gambier?
The Village’s holiday weekend
kicks off on Friday, Feb. 12 with the
delivery of 200 single red roses by the
Williams Flower Shop in Mount Vernon to the Kenyon College Bookstore.
They usually sell out within two days,
according to Angus MacDonnell, the
bookstore’s general manager.
“It’s not a big financial thing for us,
but we do have some goofy little gifts,
and we’ll sell a lot of those,” MacDonnell said, gesturing to the racks of finger puppets and small stuffed animals
in the center of the store.
The bookstore prepared for this
weekend by stocking up on chocolates, sweets and Valentine’s Day cards
at the beginning of February.
While there’s a substantial supply
of Valentine’s cards — ranging from
$2 to $8, serious to silly, sparkly to
plain — the store’s card inventory will
be depleted by the end of the weekend,
MacDonnell said.

A lot of sales will come from the
community, according to MacDonnell.
“It’s just another fun thing that we
can do and be involved in,” MacDonnell said. It’s great to support the folks
in Mount Vernon and other parts in
the county.”
Theta Delta Phi (Thetas) started
their annual Crush for Your Crush
fundraiser on Monday, Feb. 8 and will
continue it through the weekend. For
$2, students can buy a can of Crush
soda that the Thetas will deliver to a
student of their choice. The caveat:
The Crush soda recipient must pay
the Thetas $1 to discover the identity
of the sender. If a student does not
want their “crush” to discover their
identity, they have to pay the Thetas
an additional $3.
“It’s fun to interact with people
and see their enthusiasm,” Theta
Abby Armato ’17 said.
All of the proceeds from the fundraiser will go to Relay for Life, an event
that raises money for cancer research.
The Thetas have sold more than 100
cans so far.
As for what to do during Valentine’s weekend itself, Gambier’s two
premier dinner-date establishments,
the Kenyon Inn and the Village Inn,

have dramatically different approaches to the holiday.
“It’s a more intimate setting at the
Kenyon Inn,” William Houston, assistant general manager at the Kenyon
Inn, said. “We have a white-tablecloth
atmosphere.”
The Kenyon Inn prepares a holiday-specific menu with elevated
prices for select items. For example,
the beef tenderloin is $2 more than
its usual $29, thanks to the addition
of black truffle oil. The menu also includes tempura oysters and a seafood
cocktail trio.
The restaurant currently has 12 to
16 more reservations than usual for
this Friday and Saturday, Houston
said. On Sunday, Feb. 14, the restaurant will set up 12 extra tables to accommodate the reservations.
Houston said many reservations
have been made in the past couple
of weeks, and that the Kenyon Inn is
a popular destination for many nonstudents who live in Knox County.
The Village Inn, which typically
has an hour-long wait time on Friday and Saturday nights, may have a
marginally longer wait time due to the
holiday said Village Inn server Zach
Parker who expects business will not
be much different this weekend. It will

Chocolates on display at the bookstore Photo by Eileen Cartter

be closed Sunday as usual, despite the
holiday.
Some students may opt for the Village Inn for their Valentine’s weekend
because it is less expensive than the
Kenyon Inn.
Some Kenyon couples may not
stay in Gambier at all.
“Coming from my perspective,
since [my partner and I] have a date
night every Friday, we usually just go
on … a small coffee date or to the VI,”
Brandonlee Cruz ’19 said. “However,
to change it up a bit, I’m planning on
taking my partner to the new Deadpool movie.”

Though Joy Head ’19 said many
couples go off campus for Valentine’s
Day, she also predicts the majority of
Kenyon students will not even celebrate the holiday with a partner.
“I know a lot more people that are
instead celebrating ‘Galentine’s Day,’
where you get together and celebrate
the gals in your life, or a guys’ night
out,” Head said.
Furthermore, Head plans to take
advantage of the post-Valentine’s Day
discounts.
“Don’t forget about that discounted Valentine’s Day candy to start off
the week,” she said.

ON THE RECORD
ALICE DREGER

AUTHOR AND ACTIVIST
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
Dr. Alice Dreger is an author and blogger whose 2015 book, Galileo’s Middle Finger: Heretics, Activists and the Search for
Justice in Science, assesses how social activism can challenge the integrity of scientific
and academic research. Dreger is also a regular essayist and blogger, and her work has
appeared in The Atlantic, The New York
Times and Slate. On Tuesday night, Dr.
Dreger spoke with the Collegian before giving a talk in Rosse Hall about her new book.
What kinds of social and historical
connections do you hope to evoke with
the title Galileo’s Middle Finger?
The idea of rejecting someone else’s
authority is the symbol of the middle finger, and the mythology around Galileo is
the rejection of dogma in the name of science. That’s not to say that science is not
full of dogma, because it is, and that’s not
to say that science is the only way to experience the world, but the idea of the book
is to really press for evidence as being the
way that we come to know the world, not
through ideology and dogma.
On your website, you say you’d like
to make medicine, science and activism
more evidence-based. How would that
make them more ethical?
It actually is paying attention to what
really matters in terms of outcomes. Evi-

dence-based medicine is not so much interested in prior assumptions about causal relationships as it is in what ends up mattering;
for example, you can test one drug, Drug A,
against Drug B. If it turns out Drug A seems
like it should work better, but Drug B in fact
works better, you don’t necessarily find out
why Drug B works better. You use Drug B
for people because the more ethical thing to
do would be to use what works for people in
terms of their desired outcomes.
I think that part of what happens in our
system is that people tend to follow ideologies rather than trying to follow the evidence, and sometimes following the evidence means you have to give up loyalties to
the people you would normally be loyal to in
order to say that, in fact, this person is innocent, or this person has the right facts. I think
evidence is an ethical issue, because without
it you really can’t pay attention to how you
care for people.
You’ve discussed your theoretical
grounding in feminist theory. How has
that contributed to your research?
A big thing that I have taken from theoretical feminism is the concept of feministstandpoint epistemology. Epistemology is
the study of how we know what we know,
and feminist-standpoint epistemology suggests, I think correctly, that what you know
depends on where you are located socially.
In other words, what you are able to know
depends on the way that you see the world

around you. There will be blind spots that
people have, either because they lack an experience or because they’re biased toward a
certain way of viewing the world. One of the
things I try really hard to do in my own work
is to position myself in such a way that people will be able to see my biases. The opening
of the book Galileo’s Middle Finger is influenced by feminist-standpoint epistemology,
and I lay out where my biases come from
— my family’s political and religious background, and my own studies — in order that
people can criticize me. As a feminist, I try
to open myself to criticism, because I believe
that in the long run it will make my work
much stronger. I think that’s one of the real
strengths that I’ve drawn from feminism.
But the other thing I try to do is to be very
sensitive to disparities that exist because of
power relationships within our culture that
are about race, gender or sexuality — I try
to pay more attention to those to make sure
that I’m not perpetuating discriminatory attitudes that exist without an evidence base.
You’ve received a lot of attention for
analyzing the insufficiencies in sexual-education programs available to your son at
school. What prompted you to do so, and
what do you hope readers will learn from
your investigations?
I was writing about the differences between his sex education at school and at
home, and about him having to help his
teachers a lot of the time with information,

Courtesy of Alice Dreger

and people became very interested in that.
When my son, last year, came home from
high school, he told me they were having
abstinence education from outside visitors,
and he knew that it was problematic, because
he knew from me that abstinence education
is actually ineffective in terms of reducing
teen-pregnancy rates and reducing transmission rates of STDs. I had told him repeatedly that abstinence was an unrealistic viewpoint, and that there was no real reason for
him to choose to be abstinent if he was ready.
There’s nothing wrong with sex, as long as
you have consent and you feel perfectly ready
to consent.
This interview has been edited for length
and clarity.
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Website connects community members to services
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
“Lost a Glove? Find it on Switchboard,” read the many signs that
have been up around campus since
August.
Switchboard marks the latest attempt by Kenyon to promote communication and connection onand off-campus among students,
alumni, parents and friends of the
College. The site operates in a style
similar to Craigslist, with users being able to post “asks” or “offers” to
request or advertise all manner of
goods and services.
Switchboard is based out of
Portland, Ore. and was originally
designed for Reed College. Since its
founding in 2012, Switchboard has
expanded to a number of schools,
including Ohio’s Denison University and Oberlin College, and also
to communities such as the city of
Portland.
Browsing Switchboard, one sees
requests for rides from Columbus to Gambier, requests for housing across the country and various
items for sale, including iPods and
cars.
Switchboard is designed to accommodate the entire Kenyon
community, according to Scott
Baker ’94, associate vice president
of alumni and parent engagement.
The community includes more
than just the students on campus.
Baker said Switchboard is open
to Kenyon alumni, parents, fac-

ulty and Gambier community
members. Kenyon has advertised
Switchboard through emails to
alumni and direct mailings to parents, as well as through the posters around campus and tabling in
Peirce Hall.
Currently, alumni make up the
largest group on Switchboard —
more than 750 of the 1,323 total users.
While more members are alumni, Baker said students are actually
more engaged on the site.
Baker hopes Switchboard will
have 2,000 users by this June and
would like to see more student engagement because he believes students stand to gain the most from
the service.
“Switchboard will sell itself once
someone has a good experience,”
Baker said. He expects a spike in activity around graduation when seniors are looking for jobs and housing. Already, Baker said there has
been more activity around breaks
when students are looking for rides
home.
Some students have already had
positive experiences with the site.
Haley Eligio ’17 is taking a photography class this semester and when
the light meter on her camera broke
she posted on Switchboard looking
to borrow a camera for the semester. Eligio said she did not expect
to receive any responses but was
actually able to connect with several people willing to loan her their

The homepage of Kenyon’s Switchboard Switchboard

cameras.
Abby Armato ’17 works for the
Office of Alumni and Parent Engagement and has been working on
Switchboard with Baker since last
summer. Armato’s job has included integrating Switchboard into
the student community through
Student-Info emails and tabling in
Peirce to sign students up.
According to Armato, students
have shown some resistance to
Switchboard. Student users number just over 300.
“A lot of people I think don’t
want another online thing to be
checking and making an account
for,” Armato said. While tabling in
Peirce last semester, Armato said
she received some negative feedback from students who did not
think it was worthwhile. Baker

Muddling through new path
GRACE RICHARDS
Though now dusted with snow,
just days ago Middle Path was a mud
pit. Unseasonably warm temperatures thawed the path’s top layer into
a thick sludge last week as temperatures climbed near 60 degrees.
Environmental
Management,
Inc., a landscape design and maintenance firm from Dublin, OH, is
performing selective repairs to the
path this week, according to a Feb. 3
campuswide email from Director of
Facility Operations Steven Arnett.
He attributed the pools of water on
Middle Path to grading issues, heavy
precipitation and freezing and thawing ground.
Warm temperatures and heavy
rain thawed the top layers of Middle Path while the base material remained frozen, leaving water unable
to drain, according to Chief Business
Officer Mark Kohlman.
Kohlman reiterated Arnett’s
point, stressing that the path performed as expected, but unusual
temperatures caused unexpected
drainage issues. The cost of repairs is
covered by the company’s warranty
on the path, according to the email.
“We forget very quickly how
muddy the other path material, the
previous path material, used to be,”
Kohlman said.
The portion of Middle Path that
runs through the Village has yet to

said students are “vaguely aware of
Switchboard” but noted the site has
been active for less than a year. Armato thinks Kenyon students are
generally aware of Switchboard, but
have not realized its potential.
Not all students, however, have
had success with Switchboard.
Claire Berman ’16 responded to a
poster looking to buy a graphing
calculator but never heard anything back. She also received no responses to a post she made seeking
a teacher for accordion lessons. Using Switchboard “wasn’t a negative
experience,” Berman said. “It just
wasn’t an experience.”
Berman thinks the service
Switchboard offers is largely filled
by social media sites like Facebook.
A large number of posts on the
site have few if any comments re-

sponding to the original poster.
Comments, however, do not show
the whole picture, according to
Armato and Baker, who said that
many conversations and deals are
struck through private messaging, either on Switchboard or other
messaging services.
Armato has had such an experience herself. A transfer student
from Case Western Reserve University, Armato posted in Switchboard that anyone considering
transferring should contact her.
While there are only two comments, including one from Baker
and one from a friend, Armato said
she was contacted via Facebook by
a student interested in transferring
to Kenyon and was able to give him
advice.
The College contracts with
Switchboard and pays a fee to the
company. Baker declined to specify how much the College pays, but
called it “shockingly affordable.”
“If one student finds a career
[through Switchboard], it’s worth
it,” he said. Baker has partnered
with the Career Development Office to better connect students with
alumni who can answer questions
and advertise jobs and internships.
Baker expects it to be a few years
before Switchboard is fully integrated into the Kenyon community, but an advantage Baker sees
is that students can continue using
Switchboard even after they graduate.

Dems alert students to
voting deadlines
Ohio primary occurs during break
BILL GARDNER

Students left muddy footprints on the path. Photo by Drew Meeker

be renovated and was also muddy,
covered with pools of water during
the thaw.
The design firm in charge of the
project, Michael Van Valkenburgh
Associates, Inc., did not immediately
respond to requests for comment.
Students have responded to the
muddy path by dubbing it “Muddle
Path” on Yik Yak. Others have revisiting the ongoing concerns about the
path’s accessibility.
“The texture is just mud now,
the [original] texture’s gone away, so
we might as well pave it and make
it handicapped accessible,” Conner
McEldowney ’19 said.
Rebecca Frank ’18 believes the
new path surface is an improvement
because it is less slippery and more
accessible but thinks greater accessi-

bility through paving the path would
be more valuable than maintaining
the traditional look of the path.
“I think it’s more important that
people are able to walk on it, all different types of people, no matter
if you’re on crutches or in a wheelchair,” Frank said. “I think that’s
more important than the look of it.”
Despite last week’s mud, Kohlman believes similar drainage issues
will be quickly resolved when temperatures warm in March, as the base
of the path will thaw along with the
top layer, allowing the water to drain
properly. Kohlman also said the new
material dries quickly, which he said
should reduce muddy days in spring.
“As soon as the whole thing defrosts, it will solidify and dry out in
less than a day,” Kohlman said.

With the Ohio presidential
primaries just over a month
away, some Kenyon political
groups are attempting to turn
student attention toward the
upcoming election. The Kenyon Democrats are working to
register students to vote and
alert them to the presidential
primary on March 15, which
will take place during Kenyon’s spring break.
Sam Whipple ’16, president
of Kenyon Dems, and other
members of the group have
been registering students to
vote in Peirce Hall since the
beginning of the school year,
and will continue to do so until the voter registration deadline on Tuesday, Feb. 16. Last
semester, the group registered
over 350 students, largely during mealtimes, and are still
tallying the number of students who have registered so
far this semester.
Students who register are
required either to put the
number of their Ohio driver’s
license or the last four digits

of their social security number on their registration form.
Students are also required to
register again each year if their
living assignment changes.
The Dems will stop registering students at noon on
Tuesday, as they “need to get
the forms to the Board of Elections before they close that
night,” Whipple wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
Students who do not plan to
be in Ohio at the time of the
primaries but are registered to
vote in Ohio can participate
in early voting or apply for an
absentee ballot, according to
Whipple. The Dems are also
arranging shuttle services for
students who opt for early voting, which begins a day after
the voter registration deadline, on Feb. 17.
Early voting will take place
at the Knox County Board of
Elections in Mount Vernon.
According to Ohio Secretary
of State Jon Husted’s website,
applications for absentee ballots are due March 12, or three
days before the Ohio primaries take place.
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‘Red Wing’ house remains notable Gambier relic
Homeowner Florence Short reminisces about her time on West Brooklyn Street
HANNAH LEE LEIDY

nyon-affiliated people to call
the house home. Before Short
Walking down West Brook- bought the house, Peter Reeves,
lyn Street, away from Gam- late professor of English, and his
bier’s college-town feel and into wife, also named Florence, lived
a lovely residential neighbor- in Red Wing beginning 1910.
hood, one house in particular During their time in the house,
stands out: the “Red Wing,” a the Reeves filled the ground
home with a red-brick exterior, floor with books and turned
green shutters on the windows several rooms on the main floor
and a yellow alcove around the into libraries.
front door.
According to Short, FlorFlorence
ence Reeves
Short
has
told
people
The College
lived in Red
her husband
wanted to buy it, “sold her into
Wing for 45
years, and and I outbid them.
slavery to buy
appreciates
all his books.”
the house’s Florence Short, homeowner
Many of the
connection
books remain
with Gamin the house.
bier and Kenyon. As Short preThe Reeves played an active
pares to move to Vermont, how- part in the Kenyon community.
ever, a couple from California According to Short, Florence
will become the house’s new Reeves liked to tell the story of
owners. The sale has been made the poet W. B. Yeats spending a
and, according to Short, is due night at Red Wing in 1914.
to be closed at the end of June.
After Reeves’s husband died
“My children, grandchil- in 1945, she continued living in
dren and friends have quite a lot the house until 1968, when she
of partying to do here before I sold it to Short in an auction.
leave,” Short wrote in an email
“The College wanted to buy it,
to the Collegian.
and I outbid them,” Short said.
William Tinsley, the ar- She did not say why the Colchitect of Ascension Hall and lege wanted to buy the house,
Quarry Chapel, built Red Wing but speculated they wanted it to
between 1862 and 1863 for Mar- house faculty.
cus Tullius Cicero Wing. Wing,
By the time of the house’s
then-treasurer at Kenyon and a sale, the walls’ plaster had
clergyman with Harcourt Par- cracked and the wallpaper that
ish, was the first of many Ke- remained had peeled and curled

“
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Florence Short and her dog, Stella, sit on the steps of Red Wing. Photo by Jia He

away. “It was in very bad disrepair when I got it,” Short said.
Within a year, Short had
renovated the four-bedroom,
three-bathroom house. She
mended the plaster, added tasteful details to the molding and
papered the walls with three
different patterns that complemented one another. Short converted the entire ground floor,
once a kitchen and library, into
a bedroom, bathroom and sitting room.
Upon entering Red Wing to-

day, visitors find themselves in
a green-wallpapered foyer filled
with natural light that leads
them in one of three directions:
a living room with an electric
fireplace on the left side of the
house, a library with a wood
fireplace on the right side and a
staircase to the second floor and
ground floor.
The house is tastefully furnished: mahogany mail tables
support oriental vases, and an
iridescent copper-colored lamp
hangs from the ceiling. Moving

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

32

25

through the house, it is easy to
see how Short has maintained
the house’s “Victorian revivalism and eclecticism.” The hardwood floors are covered in Oriental rugs, and molding frames
the windows and doorways.
As Short plans her move
from Red Wing and Gambier,
it is unclear if the house’s style
will endure; whether the new
owners will choose to embrace
the home’s refined ornamentation or take the décor in a new
direction remains to be seen.

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

29

23

Answer

Carolyn Sowa ‘16

Ja’Lon Eason ‘17

Zack Eydenberg ‘18

Laura Phillips ‘19

Whic Democratic presidential
candidate dropped out
last week?

Martin O’Malley

Sanders

Clinton

O’Malley

O’Malley

Who did the New York Times
endorse for president last week?
(There are two possible answers
— one per party.)

Hillary Clinton
or John Kasich

Clinton

Sanders

Clinton

Cruz

Last week, President Obama
became the first sitting U.S.
President to visit an
American what?

mosque

mosque

I don’t know.

I abstain.

prison

What is the name of the famous
groundhog from Pennsylvania
who did not see his shadow
last week?

Punxsutawney Phil

Punxsutawney Phil

Peter

Punxsutawney Phil

Oh, goddamn.

0

3

Weekly Scores

3

1
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What is

Isabel Landers ’18 & Sam Roschewsk ’18

LOVE
at Kenyon?
By Lauren Eller and Grant Miner

When sophomores Isabel Landers and Sam Roschewsk followed
each other on Tumblr prior to both deciding to attend Kenyon, neither could have imagined where their friendship (and ultimately their
relationship) would go.
Landers said she
had just applied
Early Decision II to
Kenyon when she
saw that Roschewsk,
who had applied and
been accepted during
Early Decision I,
reblogged a picture
of Gambier.
“I reblogged it,
and I tagged it like,
‘Oh, I’m going there,’
and then she messaged me, and then
we messaged back
and forth,” Landers
said. “We friended
each other on Facebook pretty soon
after that, so she was
always on the radar.”

Kei Helm ’16 & Ella Jones ’17

For Kei Helm ’16 and Ella Jones ’17, distance is no
impediment to their relationship.
The pair have been dating since Jones’s freshman
year and Helm’s sophomore year, after they met at an
Old Kenyon party. He did not recognize her, but she
recognized him from a play rehearsal she watched
while visiting campus as a prospective student the year
before.
Since then, the duo has maintained their relationship during both Helm’s time abroad in Copenhagen
last spring, and now Jones’s time abroad in Florence,
where she is spending the semester.
“I think one of the reasons our relationship has
worked so well and lasted so long is because we’re very
comfortable with each other and, just, like, we know
we have each other’s backs,” Helm said.
He added that their time apart was made more
manageable by their ability to see each other over the
summer and spend last semester together on campus.
Additionally, he plans to visit her in Florence over
spring break.
Jones recalled making dinner reservations for Valentine’s Day two years ago at the Alcove Restaurant in
Mount Vernon. It was so cold on Valentine’s Day that
year their car wouldn’t start; they missed their reservation and instead ate at Fiesta Mexicana once the car
started working again.
“I guess love means to me like you could be having
the worst day ever but just seeing the other person for
even like, a couple minutes makes it a good day,” Jones
said.
“It’s really just about supporting the other person
and who they are and what they want to do,” Helm
said. “A relationship shouldn’t change either person, it
should just make both of them … more themselves, I
guess.”

The Professors Schumacher
After 28 years of teaching, it’s not surprising that Professor of Physics Benjamin Schumacher and Professor of Mathematics Carol Schumacher’s relationship began in a classroom
— specifically, in their freshman calculus class at Hendrix College in Conway, Ark.
“Carol had been in a pre-orientation group with a girl I had gone to high school with —
we were all three in this class together,” Benjamin said. “There you go, the first class we were
in. It’s funny — after we stopped taking classes together was when we started dating.”
They both assured me this wasn’t because of the competitive curve that they only started
dating after they stopped taking math classes together. The pair continued dating well into
grad school, deciding to get married in 1984.
“We were on our honeymoon, driving back to grad school at the University of Texas at Austin,” Carol said. We
had gotten married in Conway, Arkansas, and were just kind of going back to Texas slowly.”
“We went to Little Rock and Dallas for our honeymoon,” Benjamin interrupted, laughing.
While the Schumachers had originally planned to go somewhere new for their honeymoon, they eventually decided they would rather just save the money and have fun on the drive back.
“Anyway, we’re driving and this speed demon comes driving by me and I look over,
and it’s my mother,” Carol said. “Both my parents and my godmother were in this car
and they come zooming past us. So I sped up and I start pulling up next to her and
honking the horn, and she’s kind of like, ‘What is this idiot doing honking the horn?’
Eventually we signaled to each other and stoped at a rest stop. Turns out there was a
Dairy Queen nearby, so we had ice cream.”
If there’s one thing that most couples don’t want to do on their honeymoon, it’s visit
the in-laws — yet Benjamin was unphased.
“It seems like running into your mother-in-law on your honeymoon is the beginning
of an awful story,” Benjamin said. “But really, it’s actually kind of nice.”
When asked the oh-so-difficult question, he jumped at the chance to answer.
“I’ll tell you the meaning of love,” he said. “Love is when someone else’s happiness,
and I mean happiness in a philosophical sense, is essential to your own.” He looked at
his wife.
“I’ll go with that,” she said.
“You’ll go with that?” he asked.
“Yup,” she answered.

Professor Bickford &
daughter Cora
“I would say that it’s appreciating every moment that
you spend with that person,” Chris Bickford, assistant
professor of biology, said on the meaning of love. “With
your child, or with your loved ones — I think that we all
feel some aspect of that.”
Love can be difficult to describe, but sometimes the
youngest among us do it best.
Bickford’s daughter, Cora, is six years old and a kindergartner at Wiggin Street Elementary. She distilled the
essence of love down to one word, saying, “Huggy!” and
throwing herself into her father’s arms. He said this was
her way of saying, “I want to hug you.”
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Professor Hardy and Professor Murphy; their children Quinn and Duncan Hardy
Though Professors of Anthropology Bruce Hardy and Kimmarie Murphy had an endearingly clumsy beginning to their
relationship, the time they have spent together since has been anchored by a close partnership and their common love for the
field of anthropology.
Murphy, associate professor of anthropology, was in her first year of graduate school at Indiana University when she met
Hardy, the John B. McCoy-Banc One distinguished teaching professor of anthropology, in 1989. Hardy helped organize a
meet-and-greet for new graduate students at a Chinese restaurant, and after the dinner was over Murphy realized she had
left her backpack behind. Hardy offered to walk back with her so she didn’t have to go alone.
Murphy remembers making small talk and feeling new to the area, being from upstate New York. She recalled with a
laugh that she had said to Hardy, “What’s going on with all the god-awful Southern accents around here?”
“And I’m from Alabama,” Hardy recalled with a smile.
“Very much revealing my ignorance and naïveté, I was really just this … fish out of water,” Murphy said.
After he told her he was from Alabama, Murphy said, “Well, at least your name’s not Bubba.”
“And I said, ‘No, but my brother’s name is,’” Hardy said.
Despite this initial interaction, the two went on to date. They both recalled an early outing in their relationship during which they went to a restaurant and ordered rabbit. Hardy remembered pulling the bones out of the rabbit as they ate and identifying the skeletal elements, harnessing their
combined anthropological knowledge.
“He pulled it up and I went, ‘Oh, that’s a bunny femur!’ So yes, romantic dinner conversation,” Murphy said.
Hardy described the pair as having “a very close partnership,” since they work together and are both involved in raising
their two children, Duncan and Quinn. “Family for us is just extremely important.”
As for what love means to them, Murphy said she thought of it as being about things that don’t necessarily come to mind
when we hear the word “love.”
“Typically it’s all about the romance, and it’s all about the attraction, and those are all incredibly important things, and yet
to me when it comes down to it, it’s about commitment,” Murphy said. “It’s about dealing with another person even in situations that they may not present their best face, or you may not present your best face.”
Duncan and Quinn Hardy had thoughts on love as well.
“Love means something you value in life, like squirrels and dogs,” Quinn, a nine year old and third grader at Wiggin Street
Elementary, said.
Thirteen-year-old Duncan, an eighth grader at Mount Vernon Middle School, felt similarly. “Something that you care for a
lot,” he said.
Duncan said he wasn’t sure if he’d ever been in love before. In response to the same question, Quinn said, “Not really,” but
added, “Squirrels are awesome.”
Photos: Landers and Roschewsk courtesy of Sam Roschewsk; Helm and Jones courtesy of
Ella Jones; Schumachers courtesy of Carol Schumacher; Bickfords, Murphy and Hardys by
Lauren Eller.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Celebrate Valentine’s Day at the Kenyon Inn!
Valentine’s Menu (Feb. 12-14)
•APPETIZERS•
Tempura Oysters 11
Stone ground mustard, bacon, fennel, kale

Seafood Cocktail Trio 11

Shrimp, cocktail sauce, lobster claw,
clarified butter, scallop, carrot-saffron puree

Wild Mushroom and Parmesean
Bruschetta 9
Baked Brie 10
Apple butter, fruit
•SOUP AND SALADS•

Restaurant Hours Lunch
Breakfast

Mon. through Fri.
7 a.m. to 9:30 am
Saturday
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Mon. through Sat.
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Brunch
Sun.
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Dinner
Sun. through Thurs.
5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

Reservations are
always recommended.

Encrusted Chicken 20
Dijon mustard, pistachios,
orange-cranberry rice
Faroe Island Salmon 24
Honey-chipotle glaze, roasted
sweet potatoes
Saffron Risotto Primavera 20
Arborio rice, fresh vegetables
Duck Mac-N-Cheese 25
Duck confit, creamy port sauce,
smoked Gouda

Tomato Bisque 4 or 4.50

•DESSERTS•

Bleu Cheese Artichoke Soup 4
or 4.50

Chocolate Chambord Crème
Brûlée 7
Rich custard, caramelized sugar

Spinach Salad 10
Strawberries, red onion, gorgonzola, pecans, balsamic vinaigrette
The Kenyon Inn and Restaurant • 100 W Wiggin St, Gambier, OH 43022 • 740-427-2202 •
ww.kenyoninn.com

Lamb Reloude 25
Local lamb, rosemary, mascarpone cheese, polenta

Winter Caprese 10
Roast beets, mozzarella cheese,
basil, balsamic glaze
•ENTREES•
Beef Tenderloin 31
Choice beef tenderloin filet, Chateaubriand sauce, black truffle
mashed potatoes

Cheesecake Du Jour 8
New York style cheesecake
Strawberry Torte 8
Chantilly cream, house-made
crust
Red Velvet Bread Pudding 8
Red velvet cake, dried cherries,
white chocolate sauce, vanilla
bean ice cream
Blackberry Cabernet Sorbet 5
Vanilla Bean Ice Cream 4
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Our Town challenges audience to see beyond stage
Pieces of scenery were brought in
by stagehands who interacted with
The audience became the actor the characters onstage; a devilish,
in Thornton Wilder’s Our Town last omniscient stage manager, played
weekend. Directed by James Den- by Amy Young ’16, hurried the acnen, assistant professor of drama tors — and their characters — along
and film, the show recaptured in and worried about the length of her
spectacular fashion the wonder of show. If the stage was magic, the acWilder’s original ideas of panto- tors were magicians, giving remarkmime, comedy and the relationship able performances for which they
between the audience and the stage. received a standing ovation from a
The story surrounds the nos- full house on Friday night.
talgia of everyday life in the early
The ensemble had multiple
1900s. In the small New Hampshire standouts. Chris Wilson ’16 played
town of Grover’s Corners live two Professor Willard, a character who,
families: the Gibbs and the Webbs. when introduced by the Stage ManThe families, over a span of 12 years, ager, comically addressed the audiintertwine and collide, leading to ence with a run-down of the geolthe drama of the play. Our Town has ogy of fictional Grover’s Corners.
three acts, “Daily Life,” “Love and Spencer Huffman ’17, who played
Marriage” and “Death and Dying.” Mr. Webb, walked through an
The play is about profound truths imaginary wall and, upon realizing
and harsh realities in an idyllic- his error, crossed back to the door Mark Ashin ’18, left, and Hannah Zipperman ’16 starred as George and Emily. Courtesy of Emma Brown
seeming town, and the production and play-acted opening and stepsupported this concept particularly ping through it.
“We’ve had extra rehearsals and drew a laugh from the audience, not meeting of the plot and an emblemthrough its use of
The real have been cramming like crazy,” through any intention of the actors. atic symbol of the theater was prostage illusion.
bravery in Ashin said before the first perfor- Every other image told the physical found in its own right, but the music
George
the show mance. “To a certain extent, we have story of the play with creativity.
sealed the deal.
Ashin’s George
Gibbs,
played
came from to be a little less fun and theoretical,
Rioghnach Robinson ’16 diIn the audience, student memfits into the world both Han- and be like, ‘OK, this is what needs rected and composed the show’s bers of Kenyon’s music department
by Mark Ashin
’18, pantomimed of the play seamlessly and, nah Zip- to happen concretely.’” Their part- musical numbers. The town choir stood one by one and sang Robinthrowing a base- alongside Zipperman’s
perman
nership ultimately proved fruitful. sang her original recompositions son’s final original composition of a
ball up into the
’16 in her Ashin’s George fits into the world of of famous hymns multiple times haunting melody to match the scene
delightful Emily, bolstered
Bolton rafters,
portrayal
the play seamlessly and, alongside onstage, but her musical direction onstage.
only for a real the cast.
of Emily Zipperman’s delightful Emily, bol- of the final tableau was the most
With this moment of connection
one to fall back
Webb and stered the cast.
memorable moment of the produc- between audience and story, Our
down. This image, which marked Ashin in his portrayal of George
The only noticeable gaffe from tion.
Town became a transcendent expethe beginning of George’s relation- Gibbs. Ashin stepped into the pro- either of them was a poorly timed
In the final image of the play the rience. It reminded us of why we, as
ship with Emily, resulted in a mo- duction three weeks ago as one of moment in which Emily was sup- Stage Manager leaves George and humans in want of connection, go
ment of breathless wonder; it made the lead characters after the origi- posed to drop her schoolbooks af- Emily alone onstage with their own to the theater. This production was
the audience feel as if they were chil- nal actor left the performance. For ter a brief tug-of-war with George. grief and a ghost light— a special about the lives of little people in
dren again.
having such a short time to prepare, Instead, she seemed to throw them lamp which lights a theater when it little towns all around the world. It
The whole stage was magic: Ashin was fearless onstage.
to the ground in a fit. The moment is empty — after Emily’s death. This was even about our town, about us.

ZOE CASE

“

Cinearts’ bondage-themed series challenges convention
Group channels Gund Gallery’s curatorial spirit with first independently selected series
DEVON MUSGRAVEJOHNSON
Late last semester, members of
Cinearts met to discuss a question
that would determine the club’s
future: Flowers or bondage?
Established three years ago,
Cinearts began by working with
the Gund Gallery to curate films
for the exhibitions held during the
year. Now the group is looking to
move in a more independent direction while keeping the curatorial aspects of the club’s founding
alive, according to the club’s president Lucy Adams ’16.
In pursuit of this endeavor,
Cinearts will be hosting a semester-long series of six films based
on one theme: bondage, and its
various connotations and iterations.
“Rather than having a random
selection of films, we thought that
to really present a group of films
would be a good way to approach
this semester, and make the process a little more fun for us as
well,” Adams said.
Once Cinearts made the decision to curate a film series last
semester, the group then had to
decide on a topic. They consid-

Cinearts discussed plans for the series at their Tuesday meeting. Photo by Sonia Prabhu

ered such themes as “flowers” and
“classics,” but eventually settled
on bondage.
Cory Koller, visiting assistant
professor of drama, the group’s
advisor, helped decide the theme
for the series. “I think ultimately
it was the diversity of selection,
potency of the term itself and the
versatility available that led to the
decision to do ‘bondage,’” Koller
said.

The series’s films span 60 years
and six countries and include a
wide range of topics, from films
about hostage situations and
Stockholm syndrome to life in a
Turkish prison to a woman seeking a divorce in a Jewish orthodox
society. And, of course, the series
will include a James Bond film.
The first film in the series, Tie
Me Up! Tie Me Down!, screened
last Friday Feb. 5 in the Com-

munity Foundation Theater in
the Gund Gallery. The film, written and directed by Pedro Almodóvar, stars Antonio Banderas
as Ricky, a recently freed mental
patient who kidnaps a porn star
hoping she will one day fall in love
with him.
Rated NC-17, the 1989 film
kicked off the series on a strong
and provocative note, letting audiences know this series is one

that will leave you thinking long
after it ends.
“I would say that the film was
a very effective way to start off
the bondage series,” Will Hunsaker ’19, who attended the screening, said. “Starting with a concrete film about bondage set the
tone really well and the movie
was overall interesting and fun to
watch.”
With one film down, the group
is hoping to generate more buzz
about the series, according to
Cinearts vice president Anna
Shinbane ’16.
“From what I’ve gotten so far,
people are excited about the series,” Shinbane said. “Obviously,
it’s a striking term to be using, but
I haven’t gotten any negative reception. We are trying to do this
in the most cognizant and appropriate way that we can, and I think
people see that and are intrigued.”
Along with the series — next
up is Bond in Goldfinger on Friday, Feb. 19 — Cinearts will be
hosting a number of one-off
events throughout the semester,
including a music-themed Valentine’s Day double feature this Saturday and an outdoor screening
towards the end of the semester.
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New loan program brings the Gund
Gallery into students’ dwellings

BAILEY BLAKER
When I walked into the
distribution ceremony for the
Gund Gallery’s Art Loan Program on Tuesday morning, I
thought the experience would
be reminiscent of the countless
Black Fridays I’ve spent avoiding getting crushed by hoards
of shoppers. Except now those
shoppers would be students
and instead of rushing to get a
great deal on the newest tablet,
we would be fighting over to select pieces of art.
I’m glad to say that wasn’t
the case and that the Gund Gallery’s program, which allows
select students to rent out pieces from the gallery’s art loan
collection for an entire semester, was more akin to waiting
in line at a deli than any frantic
late night shopping spree.
Thirty-eight lucky students,
of the 108 who applied, were allotted selection slots based on
the order in which their names
were pulled from the ballot
box, which was open for submissions as late as Sunday evening. Each student was given a
chance to choose their artwork
alone in the space at the back
of the Buchwald-Wright Gallery, while the rest of the group
hung back in another area of
the gallery, waiting.
The collection available for
loan currently numbers fewer
than 50 pieces, including several pop-art-like screen prints
by American artist Clarence
Holbrook Carter.
All pieces are framed and
encased in Plexiglas, but students are expected to pay repair costs in the event of any
damages. Graham Gund ’63

Matt Garrett ’18, left, examines artworks available for loan Tuesday morning in the Gund Gallery. Photo by Bailey Blaker

H’81 and his wife, Ann, donated many pieces specifically for
the program, as well as some
more valuable pieces the gallery will not lend out.
Robin Goodman, collections manager and registrar
of the Gund Gallery, worked
alongside Christopher Yates,
the gallery’s assistant director,
to curate the collection up for
loan.
“Some of the works were donated specifically with the idea
of going into an art-loan program; some of the works were
pieces that had been here on
campus,” Goodman said. She
expects the program to grow

in future years with increased
alumni donations.
Elizabeth Norman ’16 —
third in line to select a piece
of artwork at the reception on
Tuesday — chose Carter’s piece
Nude in Motion, a minimalist
screen print of the female form.
“For me, I just got to go in there
and pick the one that I wanted,” she said. “I think for other
people, they’re going to have to
pick ones that aren’t their favorite. It’s still cool that everyone who got selected is walking
away with a piece of art.”
Being number 27 out of 38
available slots in the selection
process, my choices were lim-

Is there life in The Martian?
Ridley Scott’s adaptation of Andy Weir’s bestselling
novel is no best picture
ELNA McINTOSH
Adapted by Ridley Scott
from Andy Weir’s bestseller,
The Martian is the (relatively)
simple story of a man stuck
on Mars after his team leaves
him behind. Forced to abandon their mission early due to
a massive dust storm and believing Mark Watney (Matt
Damon) to be dead, the NASA
team attempts to bring him
home.
There’s plenty of focus on
NASA’s rescue attempts, but
The Martian really is Matt
Damon’s film (who snagged a
well-deserved best actor nomination): the movie’s focus is on
Watney narrating daily Martian life to a webcam and mugging for Pathfinder, NASA’s re-

tired Martian probe that serves
as his initial link to Earth. Damon is utterly believable as a
smart-ass astronaut struggling
to survive in spite of everything
Mars throws at him.
The Martian is the rare scifi film that succeeds in making
science both accessible and fun
— Watney’s effort to grow potatoes for survival is one of the
more riveting sub-plots within
the film.
While watching The Martian
is an enjoyable way to spend
about two-and-a-half hours, it’s
not going to win best picture.
Compared with the competition, The Martian is a featherweight in a roomful of dramatic heavy hitters. While Damon
has a chance at best actor, Scott
will have to try again next year.

ited. I had visited the collection earlier in the week, and I
had a running list in my head
of which pieces I might want
to choose. As I looked at the
Post-Its on the walls signaling
the pieces already claimed, my
list steadily grew shorter, and
I finally settled on an untitled
abstract piece.
The painting by Elizabeth
Dworkin reminds me of something that could be found in
the waiting room of a doctor’s
office, but in a good way. It’s
calming, with its subdued palette of grays, blues and reds.
The collection of shapes arranged on its canvas is striking

The Big Short focuses
on finesse, not finance
Though the stockbrokers who
are cheating the system may
seem like the focal point of the
“Show, don’t tell,” is often film, The Big Short often takes
considered one of the most im- time to look at the Ameriportant rules of filmmaking, can people who were forced to
yet one of the
leave their
most
comhomes bepelling movcause they
The Big Short
ies this year
were
lied
runs at a breakthrows that
to, cheated
neck pace, is shot like a
rule,
along
and manipwith
many documentary on drugs and ulated. This
others, to the throws in some celebrity
is a movie
curb. Adam cameos.
not simply
McKay’s The
meant
to
Big Short runs
entertain
at a breakneck pace, is shot like and inform, but also to rile the
a documentary on drugs and crowd by revealing the darkthrows in some celebrity cam- est details of the 2008 financial
eos explaining confusing and crisis. While The Big Short may
downright upsetting economic not be this year’s best film, it is
concepts in a way any Ameri- an absorbing film, equal parts
can citizen can understand. daring and exhilarating.

AUSTIN BARRETT

This
is the second
installment
in a series
of student
reviews of Oscarnominated films
that will appear in
the Collegian until
the week of Feb.
28, the date of the
awards ceremony.
If you would like to
contribute a review,
contact Bailey
Blaker at blakerb@
kenyon.edu.

in its simplicity. Thanks to the
fact sheet the gallery provided
to accompany the piece, I now
know Dworkin deliberately
uses color to promote “apparent contradictions on the page
that are suspended in time and
space.”
Though we may not have Picassos or Lichtensteins hanging in our dormitories like students who partake in Oberlin
College’s Art Rental Program
through the Allen Memorial
Art Museum, the Gund Gallery’s burgeoning art loan program affords students the opportunity to get up close and
personal with fine art.
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EDITORIAL

How do we love
transparency? Let
us count the ways
In a blog post on Wednesday, President Sean Decatur proposed collaborating with students to redefine
their rights and responsibilities “in a context relevant
for 2016.” This is a welcome sign. We are open to a discussion of student rights and responsibilities, and encourage our peers to remain passionate advocates for
their right to participate in the College’s decision-making processes.
Decatur’s choice, however prompted, to conduct an
open meeting in Peirce Pub this Sunday from 1 to 3
p.m. is surely a step in the right direction. Still, it is
unfortunate the meeting falls on a Sunday — Valentine’s Day, no less — when other members of the community, such as faculty, Villagers and staff, may be less
likely to attend. That is why, while we encourage everyone — not only students — to attend Sunday’s meeting, we think these should be ongoing conversations
about the lack of transparency and failure to incorporate the input of students (and others) in College decision making.
There exist several obvious solutions to the problems we’ve outlined. Some of these are solutions the
College could implement tomorrow, including one
we’ve recommended before:
1. Open Board of Trustees meetings to the student
body and the media. We anticipate the criticism: Chair
Brackett Denniston III ’69 has said conversations at
board meetings must remain frank so that meetings
can’t be “constrained by what somebody’s going to say
in a newspaper.” But do we honestly believe the kinds
of conversations Kenyon’s trustees are having are any
different than those at public universities, which are
open? Rather than point to our peer institutions and
look at what they’re doing, what if we actually took the
lead? What if we said, “Kenyon, while a private school,
values transparency and will show how we come to the
decisions we make”?
2. Install a student representative on Senior Staff.
While it’s true students are here to learn, not to administer, what would the harm be in having a student —
possibly elected by the student body — sit in on meetings of Senior Staff while it helps craft the budget? How
innovative would it be, how in keeping with the 2020
Plan, which advocates “experiential learning,” to have
a student learning from administrators about how they
do their job and having a say in those conversations.
3. Restructure the current systems of student governance. Campus Senate is woefully inadequate, as
Dean of Students Hank Toutain said at Sunday’s Student Council meeting: “Campus Senate is dysfunctional and everybody knows that.” The College could
use a majority-student oversight board, with teeth, that
would ensure policies adopted by Student Council are
upheld and College decisions get made with student
input. We hope students will come up with ideas for
how such a system could work and express them on
Sunday.
How hopeful are we any of these ideas could gain
traction? They need support — insistent and consistent support — from students and other community
members who are passionate about knowing how and
why Master Plans are approved, budgets adopted and
tuition raised.
It’s time for a change, one that will only be achieved
through steadily questioning and lobbying the administration to include students as full and equal members
in its decision making. We have an amazing opportunity now to institute reform. Let’s take it.

YOOBIN HAN

Why are you surprised we care?
Student mobilization opens a window for change
a myriad of student voices in person by
coming to the meeting on Sunday, but
At the Student Council meeting last wished their answers had been more
Sunday, I was elated to witness a level of substantive.
student engagement in the administraWhat concerned me most was sometive policies of the College I had not ex- thing articulated by Student Council
perienced in my time here. Writing for President Phoebe Roe ’16 at the outset
the opinions section of the Collegian oc- of the meeting. I don’t want this uncasionally feels
precedented
like shouting
mobilization
into the void,
of
students
Students aren’t
but here was a
to
culminate
demonstrating over
manifestation
simply
in
the
elimination
of free beer at
of the efforts
more meetof various stu- Sendoff — to say so trivializes
ings, in more
dents pushing the efforts of those who have
great
ideas
back on the been working hard on solutions
that never get
decisions made since these changes were animplemented.
without their
I hope this seinput,
from nounced.
mester ends
the
PEEPS
with a series of
O’Kenyon to
realistic polithe Community Advisors, WKCO DJs cy changes that increase transparency
to a student employed by the Gambier between students and administrators.
Grill.
That’s what it seems this debate is about:
I feel a great deal of respect for Vice more student involvement in shaping
President of Student Affairs Meredith College policy.
Harper Bonham ’92 and Chief BusiStudents aren’t demonstrating over
ness Officer Mark Kohlman addressing the elimination of free beer at Send-

GABRIELLE HEALY
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I am happy that student rights are being contested. Stuwrite toshould
clarify
the inclusion
of aincomment
by
dentI opinion
certainly
be considered
any adminisPhoebe
Roe
’16
in
the
announcement
regarding
trative decision. Yet I feel that the student discussion is willSummer
shared
week
by the Office of
fully blind Sendoff
to the larger
Knoxthis
County
community.
Communications.
The problems that face our local community are cerWeconsiderable:
sought a student
comment for the
announcetainly
rising unemployment,
decreasing
edument
only
to
provide
context
for
Sendoff,
to help decational opportunities and a heroin and methamphetamine
scribe
theThis
event
and its
social significance.
Phoebe
epidemic.
current
administration,
to its credit,
has
was
kind
enough
to
provide
that
comment,
which
in
been making a concerted effort to resolve the Kenyon/Knox
no
way
was
intended
to
serve
as
an
endorsement
of
County divide.
theWhat
changes
being
made
by
Student
Affairs.
I
apolopains me about reading recent student discussion

off — to say so trivializes the efforts of
those who have been working hard on
solutions since these changes were announced. If we don’t take advantage of
this window, I fear we will have lost an
opportunity to effect important changes
that only comes around once in a great
while. These changes could have implications that last long after our collective
time at Kenyon is over. If these are the
most serious policy initiatives in which
we are involved during our lives, we will
be lucky, as we will eventually leave the
Kenyon bubble. But to call this reaction
foolish continues the cycle of disempowerment that brought about these potentially dangerous changes.
If we take advantage of this moment,
it might be possible to carry this momentum into other areas that need attention:
ensuring pay equity for professors of all
genders, the omnipresent student housing dilemma and paying student employees a fair wage, among other examples. This window is far from closed.
Gabrielle Healy ’18 is an English major from Fairhaven, Mass. Contact her at
healyg@kenyon.edu.

is that it often comes across as insular and naïve: These disgize
to Phoebe
for any embarrassment
she may
cussions
do not sufficiently
articulate these larger
issueshave
and
suffered.
are therefore easy to discredit. Jake Griffith-Rosenberger’s
It should
be understood
although
some
’16 recent
“Callalso
to Action”
letter, whichthat
considers
the Student
students
found
the
changes
controversial,
I
am
conUnion issue from a broader and more global perspective
is a
fident
that
these
adjustments
are
being
made
in
step in the right direction. Student input is valued by the the
adbest
interestbut
of only
the health
and
well-being
of that
ourtakes
stuministration,
if we have
smarter
activism
dent
community.
these regional and global issues into due consideration.
Mark
Ellis
Kind regards,
Associate
Vice
Wyatt Sarafin
’16President for Communications
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Master Plan bodes well for updating downtown Gambier
Gund’s plans for Village could lead
to greater economic prosperity
JENNA ROCHELLE
The campus is already seeing changes as a result of the
Master Plan: The impending
close of the Gambier Grill and a
recent Village meeting indicate
that Stage 3 of the plan, “Village Revitalization,” may begin
as soon as 18 months from now.
This component proposes the
demolition of beloved downtown buildings and stands to
be controversial.
Tensions between the student body and administration
have risen over a lack of transparency and a seeming disregard for student wishes. A focus on the year 2024, Kenyon’s
bicentennial, reveals an incentive behind recent changes and
ensuing the dissension. The
Master Plan is paving the way
for the College’s third century
of operation, and while many
are understandably upset with
the loss of what is familiar, a
revitalization of the College’s
basic infrastructure is necessary as we prepare to meet the
future.
Plans to rejuvenate the Village aim at preserving and enhancing the small-scale charm
and pedestrian feel of Gambier.
This includes tearing down
Farr Hall, moving the Village

Market to where the Black Box
Theater currently stands and
many other renovations that
will “nurture a vibrant retail
environment.”
The majority of the blocks in
downtown Gambier are underdeveloped and the sidewalks
are not conducive to pedestrians. The Master Plan proposes
building more restaurants and
stores. Businesses have come
and gone throughout Kenyon’s
history, and the goal of the
Master Plan is to foster a sustainable and prosperous economy in downtown Gambier.
A resuscitation of infrastructure must necessarily precede
this economic development
and growth. All these renovations stand to improve the atmosphere and function of the
Village.
Many are resistant to these
changes because they see them
as a destruction of tradition;
however, to paint the community as unchanging and stagnant is problematic. Kenyon is
a dynamic entity, constantly
restructuring itself to face new
challenges. Farr Hall was constructed 50 years ago, and while
its iconic pillars will be missed,
its oversized and industrial architecture stands counter to the
residential fabric of Gambier.

Illustration by Henry Uhrik

As a community, we cannot remain rigid in our history, constantly fighting for the familiar
simply because “that’s the way
it’s always been.” We must navigate a balance between the past,
present and future, and ensure
the legacy we leave behind is
something to be proud of.
This is why, as students at
Kenyon, we must take an active
role in our surroundings. We
must advocate for the change
we want and need. Although

most of us are at Kenyon for
a mere four years, the College
has been standing for nearly
200. The Master Plan is not
a haphazard figment of Graham Gund’s imagination; this
is a process that began over a
decade ago and has received
the input of hundreds of parents, community members and
alumni.
As the plan comes to fruition in these next four years,
it is up to us to ensure Kenyon

continues to uphold the traditions of days gone by, while encouraging the necessary infrastructure development that will
carry us into the next 100 years.
The essence of Kenyon is not in
buildings or structures, but in
the sense of community we find
on the path to the future.
Jenna Rochelle ’18 is an international studies major from
Colorado Springs, Colo. Contact
her at rochellej@kenyon.edu.

Kenyon’s liberal security blanket is far from inclusive
We should question whether political correctness truly promotes ‘inclusive discourse’
EMILY SAKAMOTO
“Who are you going to vote
for?”
This is my nightmare question. Not because I can’t make
up my mind or because I’m uninformed or a weird mixture
of the two; it’s because I know
if I tell someone my true opinions, if I even mutter the word
“conservative,” I’ll get spitting
fire from a classmate defending
modern liberalism when I’m just
trying to get my morning coffee
at Wiggins. There’s a myriad of
times when I have to shut my
trap, because here at Kenyon it’s
borderline painful to be conservative.
I am a half-white (halfAsian), straight, Christian,
conservative female from the
Midwest. And at Kenyon, that
is problematic. I’m a senior
and there are only a handful of
people here who know I’m conservative — the classic socially
liberal but fiscially conservative
kind that never seems to remedy
the shock that comes with my
initial statement. I do not vote

“

We often find ourselves under the delusion
that Kenyon is a perfect, entirely tolerant
community where all opinions are accepted and all
views hard. I am here to say firsthand that is definitely not true.

in Gambier or Knox elections
because I don’t pay taxes here;
I don’t believe I should dictate
how local taxpayers’ money is
distributed. Anyone who knows
me knows I don’t shy away from
my opinions; I’m unafraid to
voice what I believe needs to be
heard. I almost always give it to
you straight, with no fluff. Because the real world won’t give
you the layer of security the Kenyon community finds necessary.
That security blanket is twosided.
We are so quick to jump on
the bandwagon for any politically correct agenda without
even pondering for a minute

its possible ramifications. I can
think of a million special interest groups that get their voices
heard simply because society
thinks it’s time those people get
what they deserve or because
they haven’t been treated right
in the past. But what about the
people on the other end of those
arguments? And specifically,
what about the people with nonPC opinions who are shoved
into an “outsiders” corner, cowering for four years in a liberal
bubble that only pretends to accept everyone’s opinion?
For example, I’m having a
hard time wrapping my brain
around how quickly (and silently) Kenyon’s administration

jumped on the emotional support animal (ESA) bandwagon,
and with so little thought toward
the future. ESA-specific washers and dryers limit the majority of people’s laundry habits,
and I’m unsure if the College
has considered financial effects:
dander will lodge itself in carpet and thus dorms, specifically
first-year ones, will have to be
sectioned off as ESA-specific, affecting the always-touchy subject of housing.
We often find ourselves under the delusion that Kenyon is
a perfect, entirely tolerant community where all opinions are
accepted and all views heard.
I’m here to say firsthand that is
definitely not true — and perhaps that’s something we should
change, though I could also argue it isn’t. We need not give
the security blanket such a prolonged existence. The real world
is much more difficult than the
bubble we currently inhabit. Out
there, there’s no cushy padding
to fall onto when someone criticizes your work. No one is going
to fix it. You are going to have to.

Sometimes we forget that.
So we’re quick to jump, quick
to criticize things we don’t even
know the half of, because we
think we’re entitled to. And that
is so blatantly wrong.
A huge part of this college, of
this community, is the sense of
liberal entitlement that swims
among us. We’re chock full of it.
We feel entitled to get rides into
Mount Vernon, entitled to bash
people who don’t have PC opinions, entitled to a college newspaper every week to read and to
criticize. In the real world, this
sense of entitlement would never make it off the page.
This is America and we’re
free. But at Kenyon, what does
that freedom really mean? Is it
the freedom to say whatever you
like? How many of us actually
feel like we can express 100 percent of our opinions and not get
trashed?
Emily Sakamoto ’16 is an
English major with a concentration in creative writing from
North Oaks, Minn. Contact her
at sakamotoe@kenyon.edu.
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Let’s talk about sex and romantic stereotypes, baby
Conventional conceptions of Valentine’s Day outmoded in today’s amorous landscape
HAYLEY YUSSMAN
No holiday stirs up such an
awkward series of hormonedriven debates like Valentine’s Day. Cherished by happy couples eager to romance
themselves with chocolate
and roses and despised by
the love-scorned and critics
of the holiday’s inauthentic
and capitalistic nature, Valentine’s Day arouses strong
emotions.
As college students, the
way we think about Valentine’s Day is constantly
changing. We have moved
past the days of surreptitiously passing notes to our crushes and squealing their praises in the locker room, and I
think it’s also time we change
the tune of our debate about
the holiday. Instead of categorizing Valentine’s Day as a binary with “gross” on one end
and “romantic” on the other, I
believe we could better spend
our time ref lecting on its relevance within today’s romantic and sexual cultures.
The more conventional
conception of Valentine’s Day
originated within a generally
heteronormative society that
encouraged men to use traditional courting as a means of
securing monogamous love.
But among the student population, today’s romantic climate has evolved away from

Illustration by Henry Uhrik

these strict and, frankly, outdated notions. While many
still prefer this approach, a
growing community embraces and advocates for the normalization of nontraditional
relations, including (but not
limited to) polyamory, asexuality, hook-ups and queer relationships.
The growing acceptance
of these contrasting romantic preferences and sexualities
calls into question the rele-

vance and appropriateness of
Valentine’s Day within modern culture. Many involved
in nontraditional romances
feel isolated by the heteronormative nature of the holiday.
Cards, television shows and
movies depicting and celebrating Valentine’s Day consistently favor romances between males and females who
show their affection using
cheesy love letters and vows
of monogamy. This narrow

Plans for new library deserve a look
JACQUELEEN ENG
In addition to the changes to
Sendoff and the closing of the Cove,
the construction of a new library is
another grievance the student body
rightly has against the administration. A new library is not a necessity
— Olin and Chalmers are sufficient,
despite having rather drab interiors — but there’s no point in arguing against the administration on
this one, because it’s going to happen
whether we want it to or not.
If they’re going to build a new library, for an estimated cost of $60-80
million, it better be new, updated and
drastically nicer than the one we have
now. In analyzing the plans displayed
in the library, I saw many issues. The
Gund Partnership is designing the
project and I only wished I could
confidently approach the president,
Graham Gund ’63 himself, to inquire
politely into where the new Starbucks
would be located: First floor? Second
floor? Instead, I attended the open
meeting held Saturday morning at the
library with Amy Badertscher, associate vice president for LBIS and library
director.
The meeting was informative, and
I appreciate that LBIS is making an effort to interact with the student body.

Badertscher mentioned the possible
construction start date as the summer
of 2017, and as a current first year it is
unlikely if I will even be able to use the
new facility. She was happy to answer
any questions I had and even took
note of my idea for some sort of food
option, even if it were just vending

“

It’s still hard
for me to be
completely invested in
its design, however, as it
seems student input can
only go so far.

machines with foods of greater sustenance, like mediocre sandwiches. She
said the plans were “very conceptual”
and I think it is important to keep that
in mind when assessing and making
comments about them. I was concerned about the potential noise level
with the open-ceiling concept and the
lack of personal study spaces, but she
informed me that acoustic engineers
would be working on the sound levels and that implementing a system of
assigning specific study spaces to students is being discussed.
It seems LBIS is putting a lot of
thought into the new plans and are in-

cluding new technology and updated
systems to make this a library of the
21st century. It’s still hard for me to
be completely invested in its design,
however, as it seems student input can
only go so far. Writing comments and
opinions about it is a good start, but
the relationship between the school
and the Gund Partnership is difficult
to understand. As a considerable influence throughout the Kenyon community, the Gunds will most likely
put their own money into the construction of the library, and for that
reason it seems the library employees and the Kenyon administration
have limited input. As a school with
a small endowment, it’s understandable that we welcome Gund with
open arms, but it seems to me that the
family and Gund himself have stronger control than the students and the
administration. There is a rather oppressive feeling sweeping the campus
right now — as exemplified by the
number of students who attended the
recent Student Council meeting addressing the Cove and Sendoff — and
the construction of the library only
adds to it.
Jacqueleen Eng ’19 is undeclared
from Chatham, N.J. Contact her at
engj@kenyon.edu.

representation contributes to
misinformation,
including
the sense of “otherness” that
surrounds nontraditional relationships. Less popularized
partnerships, such as those
between queer, genderqueer
and aromantic persons, while
common and accepted at Kenyon, seem to be pushed further to the outskirts of society each time Valentine’s Day
rolls around.
Furthermore, within our

own community, the prevailing hook-up and casual-relationship culture finds little to
no representation among the
blow-up heart balloons and
professions of love that hallmark Valentine’s Day. The
holiday’s strong grounding
in traditional, conformist romance fails to strike a chord
with the majority of the student body. Most of us, I imagine, would be hard-pressed to
envision celebrating Valentine’s Day with the romantic
reverence of its original purpose. As a result, Valentine’s
Day simply lacks relevance to
the way many young adults,
particularly college students,
prefer to connect.
While it’s clear that Valentine’s Day has lost its sense
of importance within today’s
culture, these societal changes are not necessarily a death
sentence for the well-known
holiday. It will be interesting
to watch if, and how, the holiday reinvents itself to fit modern romantic and sexual realities. If the holiday manages
to become more inclusive and
accepting, it’s quite possible it
will remain relevant and celebrated for years to come.
Hayley Yussman ’18 is an
English and political science
major from River Forest, Ill.
Contact her at yussmanh@kenyon.edu.

Dear Emily
Dear Emily,

Y)

I have a Magic Bullet and no idea what to do with it. I’ve
been here multiple years and haven’t used it once. What
should I do with my Magic Bullet?
Sincerely,
Smoothie Boy
Dear Smoothie Boy,
Smoothie Boy is the name I gave to the boy who was my first
kiss — I actually don’t know his real name. Make smoothies,
make margaritas, make gross juices to feel healthier than you
are. Experiment and see what you can steal from Peirce, and
then just liquify it. That sounds like more fun than studying.
I may be your advice columnist, but I’m not your mom.
xoxo,
Emily
Emily Sakamoto ’16 is an English major with a concentration in creative writing and a minor in messing with people’s
personal lives, whether they ask for the advice or not, from
North Oaks, Minn. Contact her at sakamotoe@kenyon.edu.
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Tennis teams ready to impress

Lords picked to win conference, Ladies to finish third

JESS KUSHER
U. CHICAGO
LORDS
WISC-WHITEWATER
LORDS
CASE WESTERN
LADIES

6
3
6
3
6
3

Each season the coaches
in Kenyon’s conference vote
on where each team will likely place when championship
season comes around. Lords
tennis was chosen to win the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) this season, with
the Ladies picked to take third
behind Denison University
(2-0; NCAC 0-0) and DePauw
University.
It comes as no shock that
the men’s team is ticketed so
high. “We’ve won [the conference] nine years in a row,”
Head Coach Scott Thielke
said, “so certainly to win it for
the 10th year in a row would
be a great accomplishment.”
Though early in the spring
season for both teams, men’s
tennis is 1-2 after beating Indiana Tech (Fort Wayne, Ind.)
(3-3) 8-1, and losing 6-3 to
both the University of Chicago (5-0) and the University of Grace Winslow ’18, left, and Maggie Sweeney ’19 beat Case Western
Wisconsin-Whitewater (2-3).
Reserve University in doubles on Saturday. Photo by Emily Stegner
“The men are kind of starting a little slower than nor- are slated to place third in the how that turned out.”
mal, because we’re currently conference.
Along with Reiner, Sweeney
ranked no. 10 in the country,
“I certainly think that that’s and Winslow, Diana Aboubaso we were actually upset by the correct place for us to be kare ’18 won her no. 1 singles
the University of Wisconsin- on paper but I think we may match against Nithya KanaWhitewater,” Thielke said.
certainly challenge to win gasegar 6-2 and 6-3.
The match on Feb. 6 against the conference title this year,”
“She’s a tough competiWisconsin-Whitewater dealt Thielke said.
tor,” Altschuler said. “A pretty
a heavy blow to the Lords, as
This year, Thielke predicts tough lock on number one.”
their oppoa cerAboubakare
was
seatnents were
tain
ed first for Kenyon’s match
ranked
16
layer of against Case Western Reserve
We have a lot of
slots
bedepth
and won NCAC newcomer of
good options and will be the year in 2015.
low
them.
our team is really deep this
“That’s acadded
“We have a lot of good optually not a
to the tions and our team is really
season.
good loss for
team,
deep this season,” Altschuler
us,” Thielke
as first said. “The team has grown a
Elise Altschuler ’16
said.
years
ton.”
Not all of
Annie
Altschuler said one of the
the weekend was bad, howev- Reiner and Maggie Sweeney highlights of her time on the
er, as senior captain Sam Geier will be adding their talents to team has been developing
beat a player from the Univer- the mix.
closer bonds with the men’s
sity of Chicago ranked fifth in
In the match against Case and women’s teams.
the country, and later a player Western Reserve on the sixth,
As a senior, she looks forfrom Wisconsin-Whitewater Reiner won no. 6 singles and ward to leaving behind a team
ranked 20th.
the duo of Sweeney and Grace that will continue to improve,
“He sort of put himself in Winslow ’18 beat Case West- but not before the Ladies beat
the driver’s seat for qualify- ern’s team of Taylor Sweeney Denison; the last time they did
ing for nationals as an indi- and Nina Cepeda 8-6 in the so in tennis was in 2001.
vidual for singles and now he’s no. 2 match-up.
“We’ve always been right
just got to keep playing well,”
“Things are looking pretty there with them, so I think
Thielke said.
promising for us — I mean, that would be a really sort of
The Ladies, meanwhile, we’ve only had two matches so neat way to end,” Altschuler
have beaten Indiana Tech 9-0 it’s hard to tell but we have a said.
and suffered a close loss (6-3) lot of great freshmen coming
The Ladies will not play
to Case Western Reserve Uni- in,” Elise Altschuler ’16 said.
Denison till March 28 but the
versity, currently ranked 20th
“We put up a really good Lords and Ladies will be playin the country.
fight against [Case Western]. I ing the University of NorthThielke is pleased by their think they were really shocked, western Ohio on Feb. 13 in
progress so far, satisfied they and we were all proud about Lima, Ohio.

“
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This week in
Kenyon athletics
Track teams tune up for All-Ohios
Ladies track tied Denison University for fourth place
in the 10-team Bob Shannon Invitational in Granville
on Saturday, marking their best finish at the meet in
three years.
Ellen Corcoran ’17, Mollie O’Leary ’17, Rosa Rumora ’19 and Quinn Harrigan ’19 claimed first in the
distance medley event, in which the four athletes run
three, one, two and four laps around a 400-meter track,
in that order.
Also delivering standout performances for the Ladies were Samantha White ’16, who earned second in
the one-mile run with a time of 5:27 and Molly Hunt
’18, who crossed the finish line eight seconds after
White to secure third.
In the shot put, a throw of 11.43 meters by Funmilayo Lawal ’18 broke a 27-year-old Kenyon record.
On the men’s side, Nat Fox ’16 acted as the Lords’
standard-bearer, finishing fifth out of 18 entrants in
the 3,000-meter run with a time of 9:19. Overall, the
Lords finished last out of 10 teams. Fellow seniors Alex
Benthem de Grave and Jon Levitt contributed several
points to the Lords’ team score with quality runs in the
60-meter hurdles and the mile, respectively.
Competing simultaneously in the All-Ohio heptathlon, Colton Orr ’18 finished fourth in a field of six; his
score will count toward Kenyon’s tally at the All-Ohio
Championships, which the Lords and Ladies will be attending on Saturday at Otterbein University (Westerville, Ohio).
— Gabe Brison-Trezise

Kenyon diving kicks off championship
Kenyon swimming and diving is competing at Denison University in the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) championships this week from Wednesday through Saturday. While
Kenyon has won more conference championships (23) than their
host, the Denison University Big Red men and women have won
the past seven conference championships.
The championship started Wednesday night with the men’s
3-meter diving preliminaries and finals. Kenyon brought sophomore walk-on Josh Yuen-Schat, Ryder Sammons ’19 and Brandon Roman ’16, who took 14th, eighth and seventh, respectively,
in the preliminary round of 11 dives. Advancing to the finals,
Sammons and Roman took ninth and sixth. Roman’s score of
353.80 and Sammons’s of 305.45 will contribute 68 points to the
meet — in which the Lords as of Wednesday night were second
behind Denison’s score of 96.
“I think personally I brought good energy and enthusiasm
to the meet which helped other people do well,” Sammons said,
slightly disappointed with his current results. The first year
stands on the cusp of qualifying for diving regionals, or “zones,”
as he has one qualifying score on the 1-meter, but lacks a second. His next chance to score will come from either the men’s
one-meter event on Friday or from the Kenyon Fast Chance Invitational on Feb. 20 where he hopes to join teammates Roman,
Maria Zarka ’16 and Madeline Carlson ’19 in the regional meet,
at which divers may qualify for nationals.
Diving Coach Andy Scott has big plans for Carlson, whose
degree of difficulty (DD) on dives is not as high as that of her
peers, but whose consistency Scott calls impressive. “She’s very
consistent, she’s going to be six, six-and-a-half on everything,”
Scott said. Lower degrees of difficulty “put you behind the eight
ball before the meet ever starts because if you score the same as
everybody else and they have a bigger DD, you lose.”
Kenyon will likely need the points earned from Kenyon diving as they hope to close the gap with Denison during the conference meet by Saturday.
— Jess Kusher
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Forward Will Sigl ’18 (22) battles under the basket against post player Ben Simpson (21) in Saturday’s 72-57 loss to Ohio Wesleyan University’s Battling Bishops. Photo by Noah Nash

Men’s basketball fights hard, defending at their best
Former reserve player Will Sigl ’18 shines in games against Ohio Wesleyan, Denison
CAMERON MESSINIDES
OWU
KENYON
DENISON
KENYON

72
57
71
67

Though the Lords lost to the Ohio
Wesleyan University Battling Bishops
72-57 on Saturday and to the Denison
University Big Red 71-67 on Wednesday night, they gave the Kenyon crowd
plenty of reason to cheer. One of those
reasons was a 6-foot-7 sophomore forward from Lewisburg, Pa., Will Sigl.
This season Kenyon (8-14, 5-10
NCAC) has played Sigl quite a bit, with
the forward averaging 7.8 minutes, 2.5
points and 1.9 rebounds per game.
Over the Lords’ last four games, he has
averaged 16 minutes per game. “Will
continues to either surprise and impress or show that he has the ability to
do really good things for us,” Assistant
Coach Kevin Sullivan said. “That ac-

cumulation of positive things he does
on the floor has allowed him to be a
guy we can go to late in the season.”
Anyone who saw Sigl play against
OWU (19-2, 12-3 NCAC), ranked
10th in the nation, knows how impressive he can be.
Sigl checked into the game for the
first time with 9:36 left in the first half,
playing all 15 of his minutes alongside
center Brien Comey ’16. While Sigl
and Comey shared the floor the Lords
held their opponents to a 30.4-percent field-goal percentage, compared
to 41.2 percent for the game, and for
a seven-minute stretch in the second
half the Battling Bishops missed all
nine of their shot attempts. Both Sullivan and Head Coach Dan Priest
praised the team’s overall defense.
“Ohio Wesleyan is the leading
scoring team in our league, and we
held them far below their average,”
Priest said.
Sigl gives most of the credit to his

teammates. “Brien’s a good defensive player,” he said. “I can play a little
bit more aggressively with him back
there, but I think as a whole team we
played better defensively during that
stretch.”
During the second half, Sigl also
poured his energy into the offense. In
one exhilarating minute, he scored a
layup, stole the ball and sprinted down
the court to finish another. Twice after that, he followed his own miss and
finished strong in the paint, cutting
OWU’s lead to 11, then eight. He came
away from those battles shouting and
clapping, the crowd and his bench
cheering behind him.
Sigl’s play this season is characteristic of a Kenyon team that has called
on its players to contribute however
they can. Shooting woes doomed the
Lords on Saturday, but their defense
never flagged. Comey, despite going
3-12 from the field, cleaned the glass,
snagging 15 rebounds.

Ladies win then lose, now 15-7
JACK PIPPEN
KENYON
OWU
DENISON
KENYON

62
59
39
25

Ladies
basketball
rallied
around their senior leadership to
pick up a 62-59 win in the closing seconds of Saturday’s game
against Ohio Wesleyan University. The victory was their sixthstraight in conference play.
Following the pregame ceremony honoring seniors Molly Rubin and Shelby Gray, the Ladies
were off to a slow start. Ohio Wesleyan University out-rebounded
Kenyon in the first half but failed
to make second chances pay off,
allowing the Ladies to go on a 7-0

run to end the first half and cutting only their third lead of the game
the Battling Bishops’ lead to 29- and sealing the three-point win.
24 at halftime. Halfway through
Dominguez’s successful longthe third, the Ladies regained range shooting at key times
the lead for
helped secure
the first time
the
victory.
Throughout the
since
the
She hit five
game it was clear 3-pointers
first
quarthat
we
knew
we were go- and lead the
ter, following makes ing to win. There wasn’t a
team with 17
from Bailey doubt in any of our minds.
points. Strong
Dominguez
contributions
’17 and Hanfrom the LaShelby Gray ’16
nah O’Day
dies’
bench
’19. The score
allowed them
remained tight until the final to outscore the OWU bench 29-0.
minute, when Dominguez hit a Davis, O’Day and Hull combined
3-pointer to tie the game at 59. to score 22 points off the bench.
The Ladies regained possession “They’ve come so far in developand Sidney Cera ’17 and Lane Da- ing that confidence and I see them
vis ’19 hit three free throws in the being great leaders in the future,”
final 15 seconds, giving the Ladies Rubin said, expressing pride in

“

Starting point guard Tim Connolly ’16, after scoring only five points in
the first half, found his rhythm in the
second, finishing with 18 points. Even
then, scoring wasn’t on his mind — the
team was. “I’ve talked to the coaches
about being a senior leader and things
I have to do,” Connolly said. “Scoring
aside, my goal was just to bring energy
in whatever form it took.”
In Wednesday night’s game
against the Denison University Big
Red (13-9, 8-7 NCAC), Sigl played
19 minutes, his season high, and impressed again, leading Kenyon with
five rebounds. Phillip Crampton ’18
poured in 11 points, and Connolly led
the team with 21 points, but the Lords
fell just short of a win.
Despite the two losses this week,
the Lords should be proud of their
defensive grit, and Sigl’s emergence
is a silver lining in the team’s recent
rash of losses. With his hard work, he
has carved out a role for himself on a

talented roster. “I think a testament
to Will is he practices the way that
he plays,” Sullivan said. “He doesn’t
change anything about the way he
conducts himself at practice.”
Sigl certainly shows no lack of determination. After a frustrating home
loss against Oberlin College on Jan.
27, the crowd filed out, and the teams
headed to their locker rooms. A few
students descended from the stands to
attempt trick shots and reverse layups,
rebounding with easy laughs. The
scoreboard blinked off.
A few minutes later, with the court
finally sinking into quiet, the arena
doors swung open and one Kenyon
player returned to the hardwood —
Sigl, still in his warmups. Quietly and
without distraction, he scooped up a
loose ball and walked to the far end of
the court. There, he practiced shoulder
fakes, drop steps and pivot moves long
after everyone else had gone for the
night.

Basketball defeats OWU in Senior
Day before losing to Denison
the youngest members of the
team.
It is that confidence and consistency that has been propelling the Ladies through this win
streak. “Throughout the game it
was clear that we knew we were
going to win. There wasn’t a doubt
in any of our minds,” Gray said.
“Everyone recognizes how much
of a chance we have this year,”
Rubin said. The two seniors hope
to keep confidence high to drive
toward their goal of a conference
title.
Head Coach Suzanne Helfant
warned of the possible downsides
to the high spirits the team came
into the game with. “We came
into this game thinking that we
were going to win, thinking that
it was going to be a matter of just

going out and playing,” Helfant
said. This complacency seemed to
explain the Ladies’ slow first half.
“We were getting out-hustled too
much,” she said. “They were playing harder than we were.”
“It’s about us playing together,” Rubin added. “If we all realize
that every one of us has the power
to contribute on this team, then
we have just as good of a chance
as anyone else.” Following a home
loss (39-25) Wednesday evening
against Denison University (203; NCAC 13-1), the Ladies’ record now stands at 15-7 and 8-4
in conference play. The team will
continue its conference-title challenge against second-in-the-con
DePauw University (16-6; NCAC
10-3) on Feb. 13 in Greencastle,
Ind.

